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Title: Co Kiam and Lee Ban vs. The City of Manila

Facts:
Co Kiam and Lee Ban,  Chinese citizens conducting meat selling businesses in Manila,
Philippines, became plaintiffs when they challenged Ordinance No. 3563 enacted by the City
of Manila in March 1953. This ordinance prohibited the sale of fresh meat outside public
markets, a stark change from the previous Ordinance No. 3555, which only restricted such
sales within 200 meters from market boundaries. To comply with the earlier ordinance, the
plaintiffs  strategically  located  their  businesses  beyond  this  limit.  However,  the  new
ordinance left them and others in a similar position unable to legally sell fresh meat from
their stores.  In response, they filed an action in the Court of First Instance of Manila
arguing for the ordinance’s annulment on the grounds that it was invalid, seeking to enjoin
its enforcement, and to compel the Mayor to issue licenses permitting them to continue
their meat selling activities under the conditions of the former ordinance. The city, siding
with defendants,  and supported by intervenors (market vendors and members of  trade
organizations), defended the ordinance as a measure of public health protection. The lower
court ruled in favor of Co Kiam and Lee Ban, declaring the ordinance null and void, and the
city, along with the intervenors, appealed directly to the Supreme Court of the Philippines.

Issues:
1. Whether Ordinance No. 3563 is a valid exercise of police power.
2. Whether the ordinance unjustly deprives business owners of their lawful occupation and
means of livelihood.
3. Whether sufficient facilities for the sale of fresh meat are available in public markets.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court reversed the lower court’s decision, upholding the validity of Ordinance
No. 3563. The Court reasoned that the ordinance does not outrightly prohibit the business
of selling fresh meat but merely regulates the locations where it can be sold, namely within
city public markets.  This regulation was deemed a legitimate exercise of  police power
aiming to facilitate meat inspection and ensure public health. The Court dismissed the
argument that  the ordinance deprived the plaintiffs  of  their  occupation and livelihood,
noting that  they  could  still  sell  refrigerated or  otherwise  permitted  meat  types  under
specific conditions or engage in different businesses. Concerning the availability of market
facilities, the Court posited that determining what constitutes sufficient market facilities is a
legislative  concern and observed that  the city’s  existing infrastructure of  markets  and
temporary markets (talipapas) seemed adequate.
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Doctrine:
The case reiterates the doctrine that the power to regulate does not equate to the power to
prohibit but recognizes the regulatory authority of local government units to localize certain
business operations for public health and safety under their police power, provided such
regulation is reasonable and pertinently addresses a legitimate public concern.

Class Notes:
– Police power encompasses the regulation of businesses to protect public health and safety.
– A local government’s ordinance to regulate business locations must be reasonable and
address a legitimate public need.
– The deprivation of an individual’s means of livelihood for the greater public good may be
justified under police power.
–  Determining  the  adequacy  of  public  facilities  is  a  legislative  concern,  with  local
governments expected to adapt to changing needs.
– Legal distinction between regulation and prohibition: regulation restricts how, when, or
where a business operates, while prohibition completely bans certain activities.

Historical Background:
The  case  occurred  within  the  context  of  post-war  Manila,  a  period  marked  by  rapid
urbanization and public health challenges. Manila’s growth demanded robust public health
measures, especially related to food safety and sanitation. Ordinance No. 3563 reflected
local government efforts to address these challenges by regulating meat sales to prevent the
distribution of diseased or contaminated meat, a concern heightened by limited inspection
resources and the emergence of clandestine meat selling practices. The legal challenge by
Co Kiam and Lee Ban and the eventual Supreme Court decision underscore the delicate
balance between individual rights to livelihood and the collective right to health and safety,
within the framework of evolving urban communities in the Philippines.


